BRECObasic® - timing belts

Simple. Good. Reliable.

BRECObasic®:
-

Represents the perfect
alternative for simple tasks
in transport technology

-

Reduces costs thanks to
standardised production

-

Offers variety through special
coatings

-

Typical BRECO quality

-

Made in Germany

-

Simple, good, reliable - and grey!

BRECObasic®:
This name stands for our range of low-cost timing belts that has been especially designed for standard applications in transport technology. After all, not every timing belt always needs to meet the highest demands in terms of special durability
requirements or tolerances. This gap is where the BRECObasic® range comes in. It goes without saying that all of these belts
deliver the accustomed BRECO quality that guarantees problem-free and reliable production processes.
The range of available sizes and preconfigured products allows for countless potential applications, including inlet/outlet
conveyors and destacking systems for glass panes or wood panels. Depending on the coating used, the potential fields of
application can be widened to include general transportation tasks, even in wet areas. The Supergrip Basic coating is also
available for inclined conveyors or elevating conveyor belts. If reduced friction is required for specific applications, the
required effect can be achieved with an appropriate PAZ coating.
The belt types AT10 and T10 are available in widths ranging from 25 to 100 mm, either with fixed belt lengths or in welded
designs.

THE POWER OF A WELL-MESHED GROUP.

BRECO is member of Mulco Europe EWIV

BRECObasic® - Simple. Good. Reliable.

Although you would not class BRECObasic® as a premium product, it is still sure to delight. We stake
our reputation on it, and that is something you can also see in the current advertising campaign*
for BRECObasic®. If you haven’t seen it yet, simply head over to www.breco.de/dasisteinzigartig –
after all, a picture really is often worth more than a thousand words.
*) Adverts to be placed 2012/13 in “motek daily”, “Antriebstechnik” and “Konstruktionspraxis”.

All of the relevant technical details about BRECObasic® and its wide-ranging applications can be
obtained from your BRECO sales partner:

Aratron AB
Smidesvägen 4-8
SE-17141 Solna

phone: +46 840 416 00
fax:
+46 898 428 1
www.aratron.se
info@aratron.se
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